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1. Description of the Issue 

 

1.1 History of the Issue (Before May 21, 1994) 

 

A country by treaty is unified, a country in reality is separated. 

 

Constant instability, dissatisfaction with political authority, and division compose much of 

the history of the Republic of Yemen, the merged result of the Yemen Arab Republic 

(North Yemen) and People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (South Yemen) in May 22, 

1990. Although merged, perpetual divisions of religious faction, political philosophy, and 

leadership exist in this reformed country.1 The disparity of authority, of representation, and of 

ideology, followed by the discovery of wealth through oil in the south, created Southern 

resentment towards the General People’s Congress (GPC) party leadership resulting in 

rising tensions between the Yemeni people.2 

 

When Vice President al-Beidh was dismissed on April 7, 1994, resulting in missiles being 

fired at San’a, tensions reached crossroads and reached a turning point in the battle at Amran 

on April 27, 1994, with both sides accusing the other responsible for initiation of such 

conflict.3 Formal acts of war occurred on May 4, 1994, where the South bombed various sites 

in the North including the capital, San’a, while the North bombed the former Southern 

capital, Aden.4 Blocs formed, traditional allies became enemies, traditional enemies became 

allies, and the war continues.  

 

To understand the origins of this war, the discourse, and the plausible solutions, Yemen must 

be understood historically (e.g. Ottoman Empire, British Empire, North Yemen 

establishment, South Yemen establishment, and past domestic civil wars), religiously (e.g. 

Sunni-Shia split), politically (e.g. political philosophy, form of governments in respective 

states, power sharing, and party representation), and economically (e.g. economic reasons for 

reunification such as oil discovery in the North, fall of the Soviet Union, and reduction of 

financial support as well as economic reasons for secession such as discovery of oil in the 

south). 

 

1.1.1 Early History of Yemen 

 

Before the establishment of autonomous Yemeni regions or Yemeni states, the land of 

modern-day Yemen was occupied between two great empires – the Ottoman Empire and the 

British Empire.5 The former mainly occupied the Northern and Western part of the region 



(Upper Yemen) while the latter occupied the Southern and Eastern part of the region (British 

Aden Protectorate). Already separated in terms of higher governance, the split became more 

imminent in the Anglo-Ottoman agreement of 1905, essentially creating the borders of what 

will be future North and South Yemen.6  

 

Brief Upper Yemen (Northern Yemen) History 

 

Upper Yemen was inhabited by the Zaydi Shiite tribal people but were ruled by the 

Ottoman Empire before 1911 where Imam Yayha Muhammad Hamid ed-Din, or the 

spiritual leader of the Zaydi Shiite Muslims,7 was given the authority to autonomously rule 

the region under Sharia Law by the Treaty of Daan,8 effective October 9, 1911,9 as a 

vassal state. The vassal state was short-lived due to the collapse of the Ottoman empire in 

1918, leading to the creation of the Mutawakkilite Kingdom of Yemen on October 30, 

191810 where Imam Yayha Muhammad Hamid ed-Din also became the temporal king. The 

newly established sovereign state was a theocratic absolute monarchy.11  

 

Ruling for more than 36 years, his majesty, Yayha Muhammad Hamid ed-Din, faced a 

coup d’état from the Alwazirs, led by Abdullah bin Ahmad al-Wazir.12 While the coup 

was initially successful after his majesty, Yayha Muhammad Hamid ed-Din, was brutally 

assassinated, foreign intervention from the House of Saud’s newly established Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia, led by King Abdulaziz ibn Abdul Rahman ibn Faisal ibn Turki ibn 

Abdullah ibn Muhammad Al Saud,13 toppled the Alwazirs from power and restored the 

monarchy back to Yayha Muhammad Hamid ed-Din’s son, Ahmad bin Yayha Hamid 

ed-Din.12  

 

When Ahmad bin Yayha Hamid ed-Din died in 1962, the Kingdom was met with 

domestic instability where there was a successful coup d’état against Ahmad’s successor, 

Muhammad al-Badr, by Abdullah al-Sallal, leader of the North Yemeni Revolution. This 

instability brought about the North Yemen Civil War after al-Sallal declared Yemen a 

republic where Mutawakkilite royalist forces were supported by their longtime monarchy 

ally, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, while the new revolutionary republican forces were 

supported by the newly established republic, Egypt.14 This essentially became the 

beginning of the Arab Cold War – a proxy war between Nasser Egypt and the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia for foreign governmental systems revolving a monarchy or republic – as 

well as a continuation of the Cold War between the United States of and the Soviet Union. 

The United States supported the House of Saud through funds while the Soviets supported 

Nasser in the proxy war with warplanes and funds.15 Egypt, during this time, was a major 

leader in the promotion of Pan-Arabism, the ideology for unity among Arab countries,16 in 

which they supported the revolutionists with 60,000 troops as well as a “million-dollar per 

day” to the newly declared Yemen Arab Republic revolutionary forces.15 Already 

burdened with this support provided to the Yemen Arab Republic, the ambitious Nasser 

met humiliating defeat in the Six-Day War against Israel, losing land, dignity, and 

international standing in the process.17 This humiliating defeat led to Egyptian retraction of 

troops due to incapability of financing the republic further. While Egypt recalled all their 

troops and ended financing to the republic, the Zaydi tribal people had begun supporting 

the republic rather than the monarchy. Saudi King Faisal bin Abdulaziz al Saud, seeing that 

supporting the royalist’s pursuit of reclamation of rule was a lost cause, ended Saudi 

Arabian support for the Mutawakkilite royalists and formally recognized the Yemen Arab 

Republic as a sovereign state in 1970, leading to the end of the North Yemen Civil War.15 



The war essentially led to the reformation of power alliances in the Middle East, 

established Saudi dominance in the region, and began the fall of Egyptian influence in the 

region.14 The state would then continue to pave the new road as a republic economically 

and politically for reunification with Southern Yemen. 

 

Brief British Aden Protectorate (South Yemen) History 

 

The British Aden Protectorate was established in 1839 in the Southern Arabia region later 

known as South Yemen which was inhabited by Shafi’i Sunni tribal people. There wasn’t 

much controversy that occurred during the rule of the British, and the British Aden 

Protectorate (later called the British colony of Aden in 1937) was economically stagnant as 

Aden was an important port for trading.18  

 

While prosperous, the rise of Nasserism19 – the ideology fostered by Egyptian President 

Gamal Abdel Nasser20 revolving around Arab nationalism, Pan-Arabism, and ‘Arab 

socialism’ in the 1950s – caused the people to rise against the British Empire in 1963 

through guerilla warfare. The National Liberation Front (NLF) and Front for the 

Liberation of Occupied South Yemen (FLOSY) fought the British forces in the region – 

called the Aden Emergency21 – leading to decolonization of the protectorate, which was 

already separated into two protectorates called the Federation of South Arabia and the 

Protectorate of South Arabia.18 After the protectorates were decolonized, they merged to 

form the People’s Republic of Yemen, also known as South Yemen, on November 30, 

1967. South Yemen was later renamed as the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen in 

1970 when the Marxist National Liberation Front (NLF) rose to power and reformed the 

government to be a one-party state under the Yemeni Socialist Party (YSP). Essentially, it 

became the first Marxist state in the Arab region which was backed by Cuba, the Soviet 

Union, and China.22 

 

1.1.2 Shia-Sunni Schism 

 

Sunnis and Shias are the largest sects of Islam where Sunnis make up the majority (85-90%) 

of the Muslim population while Shias make up approximately 10% of the Muslim population. 

While there is a large contrast for the figures of each sect, some countries are majority Shia 

while others are majority Sunni.23 Majority Shia countries include Iran, Iraq, Bahrain,24 and 

Azerbaijan. Majority Sunni countries include Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan, and United 

Arab Emirates. 23 The schism in Islam mainly erupts due to conflict of ideas regarding the 

successor of the great Prophet Muhammad – the Founder of Islam and the Proclaimer of the 

Quran – after the prophet died in AD 632.25    

 

Ahl al-Sunnah (Sunnis) – People of the Tradition – are the sect that believed that 

Muhammad’s father-in-law, Abu Bakr, was the rightful successor of the Prophet while Shiat 

Ali (Shias) – Party of Ali – are the sect that believed that Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-

law, Ali ibn Abi Talib, was the rightful successor. The caliph – official successor – ended up 

being the Sunni sect’s Abu Bakr, but Shias continued to reject Abu Bakr as the successor and 

continued their allegiance to Ali as the legitimate successor.26  

 

It was during the First Fitna (AD 656-661) where the third caliph, Uthman ibn Affan, was 

assassinated that the Shia sect had their hope of Ali ibn Abi Talib becoming caliph become 



reality. The caliph Ali ibn Abi Talib was then assassinated in AD 661 and the Umayyad 

caliphate of Sunnism began.27  

 

Note: A CALIPH is a successor of the Prophet and the imam, essentially the 

political and spiritual leader. A CALIPHATE is an Islamic state/community, or 

ummah, led by a caliph.28 

 

More divide was stemmed from this initial Fitna where the assumed successors were thought 

to be Hassan and Hussein, the sons of Ali, but they were denied the accession as caliph. One 

son, Hassan, was poisoned by the Umayyad caliph Muawiyah in AD 680 while Hussein was 

killed in AD 681. This essentially led to bitter feelings towards the Sunnis as well as created 

the concept of martyrdom for the Shias.23 Another divide imminent between the two sects 

would be regarding the Mahdi or the “guided one”. Shias believe that the Mahdi was born in 

AD 869 and will return to Earth later while the Sunnis believed that the Mahdi has not come 

to Earth yet.24  

 

While the divide in belief may seem elementary and insignificant, it has caused a rise in 

sectarianism within the Muslim community. In particular, it can be seen in Sunni majority 

countries that there are clear differences in the economic income of an individual based on 

their religious sect where Shia Muslims make up the poorest sections of the society. 

Moreover, Sunni extremists also consider Shia Muslim heretics who should be slaughtered. 

Due to such aggression towards a religious sect, the battle of ideology has only gotten worse 

and has become a political battle of influence in the Middle East23 after the 1979 Iranian 

Revolution where revolutionary Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khomeini led to insurgency 

against the shah.29 Essentially, Iran began supporting Shia militias and countries in the 

Middle East only to be countered by Saudi Arabia and other gulf states extending support 

for Sunni parties and countries.23  

 

1.1.3 Unification of Yemen 

 

Instability in the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen due to weakening support from 

the declining USSR and 1986 South Yemen Civil War led to political and economic 

weakness for South Yemen. This weakness exploited South Yemen’s need for support, 

leading to a desire for unification with the Yemen Arab Republic, especially when oil was 

discovered in the North in 1984. It not only led to a desire for unification, but also provided 

North Yemen President Saleh an upper hand during the negotiation process for unification.2 

 

Decline of the USSR 

 

As the Cold War was coming to a close, the Soviet Union was still engaged in famous war 

in the Middle East known as the Soviet-Afghan War where the Soviets supported the 

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan in their war against the Mujahideen30 on the basis 

of the Brezhnev Doctrine which pushed forth the Soviet’s foreign policy to protect any 

Socialist country in danger.31  

 

Eventually, this long-term support became a burden for the Soviets politically and 

economically.32 This burden, along with a new reformist Soviet leader in Mikhail 

Sergeyevich Gorbachev, led to Soviet troop withdrawal which effectively weakened the 

Democratic Republic of Afghanistan as well as weakened Soviet standing in the world.30  



 

Due to the Afghan failure, the Soviets had to reduce their economic support to the People’s 

Democratic Republic of Yemen which increased the likelihood for South Yemen to merge 

with North Yemen for economic purposes.33  

 

1986 South Yemen Civil War 

 

In 1980, prior to the South Yemen Civil War, South Yemen President Abdul Fattah Ismail 

resigned from his office and left to Moscow.34 He was then succeeded by General 

Secretary of the Yemeni Socialist Party, Ali Nasir Muhammad. Ismail came back in 1985 

as a member of the YSP Politburo.  

 

During this time, there was much tension within the party and bodyguards of Ali Nasir 

Muhammad fired at other members of the Politburo in an attempt to kill them to attain 

power. It essentially sparked a civil war as well as a purge of the leadership cadre, leading 

to the death of Ismail and other significant members of the YSP. Supporters of Ismail 

would then oust 60,000 of Ali Nasir’s supporters and Ali Nasir out of the country where 

they fled to the Yemen Arab Republic (North Yemen). Due to a lack of leadership from the 

purge, Ali Salem al-Beidh became the General Secretary of the YSP, filling in the position 

of the leader of South Yemen.35  

 

Merging of States and Power Imbalance. 

 

The two states merged on May 22, 1990, with an agreement on a unified constitution to 

form the Republic of Yemen. Under the Republic of Yemen, power would be divided 

between the two main states in an attempt to balance the political authority of both parties 

and sides before a democratic election.  

 

Due to a substantially greater population in the north, the capital was set to be San’a. 

Having the economic and political edge, Saleh of the GPC became the interim president 

while al-Beidh of the YSP was the vice president. In addition to balancing the power in the 

presidential posts, the prime minister of the cabinet position was provided to a southerner. 

Meanwhile, there was an executive authority body for voting on policies in regards to the 

state that favored the north with three northerners and two southerners. The cabinet was 

also nearly equally divided between the two newly reunified parties. According to the 

number of people in position of authority, power balance was achieved quite well, however 

the reality of the independent authority of the position soon created clear observable power 

imbalance. For example, while al-Beidh’s had his choice of an appointed southern officer 

for the ministry of oil revenue, all finances were controlled by the ministry of finance 

which was controlled by the north and Saleh. This imbalance created instability in the new 

state.  

 

Furthermore, when it came time for the democratic election, there had been assassinations 

of multiple southern politicians, causing delays in the election date. Finally, on April 27, 

1993, the national election occurred. The results were that Saleh’s GPC had 40% of the 

seats in parliament, Islah – a northern party – had 21% of the seats, and al-Beidh’s YSP 

only had 18%. Even though the majority of the population was from the north, the GPC 

didn’t have the backing of the majority of the people on their side while in the south, the 

YSP won with a high majority backing them.  



 

Due to this clear representation of support from the southerners, the YSP rallied and 

argued that they had the legitimate right to rule the south, adding in a proposal for a 

federal constitutional system with decentralized political power. The YSP sought 50-50 

power with the GPC while the GPC sought to hold the majority of power. Essentially, this 

struggle and stalemate for power led to rising tensions that triggered the 1994 Yemeni 

Civil War, essentially a war between the past South Yemen and North Yemen.2  

 

1.2 Recent Developments (May 21, 1994) 

 

Today, Southern leaders have just declared secession from the Republic of Yemen for the 

former People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen territory and have declared themselves the 

Democratic Republic of Yemen. They are maintaining that the capital of this state is Aden 

and that they are independent state with commitment to the League of Arab States, the United 

Nations, and international law in the Proclamation of the Democratic Republic of Yemen.36 

 

 

2. Emphasis of the Discourse 

 

The discourse between the two oppositions also created strange blocs in terms of support. 

While the Cold War ended in 1991 with the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Marxism vs 

Capitalism war of ideology still wasn’t completely over. The West continued to fear the 

communist bloc as well as the emergence of any form of Communism.37  

 

Moreover, the Shia and Sunni schism immediately grew tenser due to the 1979 Iranian 

Revolution by Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khomeini which raised fears in Sunni monarchy 

countries that revolutions would rise in their own countries.23 Continuous attempts to harass 

the revolutionized predominantly Shia Islamic Republic of Iran continued in the infamous 

Iran-Iraq War where Ba’athist Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein initiated an invasion of Iran in an 

attempt to weaken Iran’s influence in the region as well as stabilize possible uprisings in Iraq. 

In addition to invading Iran, Saddam Hussein had gathered allies and supporters in Saudi 

Arabia, Egypt, Kuwait, Jordan, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, and the United States.38 This 

also caused much hostility between Iran and neighboring countries as well as Iran and the 

United States of America, which was due to USA’s refusal to investigate Iraqi chemical 

weapon usage on Iranian civilians.39    

 

Due to conflicts of ideology as well as events of conflict, the supporting blocs may appear to 

be opposing a traditional ally. Countries involved will have prioritized a foreign interest over 

another e.g. Iran’s support of the Shia ruling power, Republic of Yemen President Ali 

Abdullah Saleh, in their proxy war against Saudi Arabia.   

 

 

2.1 Pro-Republic of Yemen 

 

The Pro-Republic of Yemen bloc consisted of United States of America, Jordan, Qatar, 

Egypt, Sudan, Iran, and India.40 While some countries supported the Republic of Yemen 

for the purpose of countering Communism or supporting Shia governments, other Sunni 

majority countries also supported the Republic of Yemen due to past relations. Some key 

countries stances are highlighted below.  



 

United States of America: The United States of America was in support of the Republic of 

Yemen for many reasons. The most prominent reason may have been the Truman Doctrine 

which was an American foreign policy stating that “America would provide political, 

military, and economic support to any democratic nation under danger of authoritarian 

threats”.41 Provided that the merged Republic of Yemen was a democracy, the United States 

would support the Republic of Yemen during this civil war against the communist 

Democratic Republic of Yemen to stop the imminent threat of the emergence of Communism 

which was the goal of the Cold War even though it did repeatedly call for negotiation and 

ceasefires.40 

 

Egypt: Previously establishing that Nasserism had a key role in Egypt’s foreign policy in the 

1950s-1970s19 as well as Egypt’s support of a republic during the North Yemen Civil War,15 

Egypt would continue supporting the Republic of Yemen during this civil war. Despite being 

a Sunni country,42 Egypt’s interests were for stability of republics in the region.  

 

Iran: While it was mentioned that Iran-USA relations weren’t at the best, Iran supported the 

Republic of Yemen as a proxy for influence within the Arab region. There are multiple 

reasons for Iranian support of Saleh. 

 

For one, this was a continuation of the proxy war against the Sunni Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia following the 1987 Mecca incident where Shia pilgrims were slaughtered at the 

hands of Saudi forces during the Hajj which destroyed any chance for relations between the 

two countries. Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khomeini stated, “These vile and ungodly 

Wahhabis, are like daggers which have always pierced the heart of the Muslims from the 

back...Mecca is in the hands of a band of heretics.”43 In essence, it demonstrates the view of 

the House of Saud as well as pushes forth reason to go against them in supporting President 

Ali Abdullah Saleh who was a Zaydi Shiite,44 meaning that Yemen would continue being a 

Shia run country. In doing so, it would limit the influence of Saudi Wahhabism as well as 

restrain the Democratic Republic of Yemen from being a country which would increase the 

spread of Saudi influence. 

 

2.2 Pro-Democratic Republic of Yemen 

 

The supporters of the Democratic Republic of Yemen include Saudi Arabia,45 Oman,46 

Lebanon, Iraq, Libya, Cuba, North Korea, China,40 Kuwait,45 Bahrain, and United 

Arab Emirates. Some countries were in favor of the Democratic Republic of Yemen for 

domestic interests as well as past relations, others were in favor due to the political ideology 

held, and other countries were engaged due to the majority religious sect of the Democratic 

Republic of Yemen. Some key countries stances are highlighted below.  

 

Saudi Arabia: Already established that Iran and Saudi Arabia were engaged in a proxy war 

for influence in the Middle East, the House of Saud were in favor of the Democratic Republic 

of Yemen to oppose Iran.  

 

Historically, Saudi Arabia has always opposed Shiism which can be most prominently seen in 

historical events (still ongoing) such as the 1979 Qatif Uprising. In the 1979 Qatif Uprising, 

the government of Saudi Arabia decided to slaughter the innocent Shiite Muslims of eastern 

Saudi Arabia as they were peacefully celebrating Ashura – the mourning of Hussein. This 



bloody assault of the Shiites led to demonstrations against the government through 

destruction of vehicles, buildings, and etc. In turn, the government sent 20,000 troops to 

silence the people with terror and bloodshed if there were any gatherings – to the extent that 

even mourners of public funeral processions were fired at.47 

 

The situation in Yemen is no different. The Democratic Republic of Yemen was primarily 

composed of Shafi’i Sunni Muslims.18 It would be in Saudi Arabia’s interests to support the 

Democratic Republic of Yemen, despite it being Communist, in their proxy war against Iran.  

 

China, Cuba, and Democratic People’s Republic of Korea: The three countries, being one 

of a few Communist countries remaining, would highly favor the Democratic Republic of 

Yemen. Without the Soviet Union, the Communist bloc weakened significantly. It would be 

in the communist countries’ interests to support the Democratic Republic of Yemen.  

 

Sunni ruled countries: Sunni ruled countries such as Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, and UAE40 would 

look favorably upon the reestablishment of South Yemen as a means of spreading Sunni 

influence in the region. 

 

 

3. Possible Solutions 

 

3.1 Pro-Republic of Yemen Solutions 

 

The Republic of Yemen does not desire anything in compensation from the Democratic 

Republic of Yemen that’s run by the YSP. It only desires full authority of the unified land in 

1990 where the leaders are democratically elected.2 Moreover, as the nation has just been 

unified, it would be in the Republic of Yemen’s interests to negotiate this process out rather 

than use arms to force unification through surrender. This is to prevent future conflicts that 

may occur due to lack of communication and negotiation from the past.  

 

The Republic of Yemen should consider some demands of the YSP and negotiate such terms 

with the Democratic Republic of Yemen. Moreover, as the solution of the Republic of Yemen 

is to have unity in the land, a ceasefire would be in its interest to reduce damage to the land 

and buildings that is legally theirs. 

 

Of course, due to political instability caused by the YSP, the Republic of Yemen would also 

like to have some major YSP leaders in exile to reduce future instability from occurring.   

 

3.2 Pro-Democratic Republic of Yemen Solutions 

 

The Democratic Republic of Yemen seeks to become an independent state free from GCP’s 

rule. This is the most wanted solution by the newly declared state.  

 

If this solution is not possible, the Democratic Republic of Yemen would like to note past 

demands such as a federal constitutional system with decentralized political power where 

the YSP holds 50-50 power with the GCP.2 

 

If this solution is offered by the Republic of Yemen, there should be a guarantee of political 

leader’s safety if the federal constitutional system is accepted. In addition to that, there should 



also be guarantee of financial sharing between the powers especially after oil was discovered 

in the south in 1993.2 Of course for any of this to happen, there needs to be negotiation and 

ceasefire for such negotiations. 

 

4. Keep in Mind the Following 

 

For Solutions 

 

It is important for delegates to note that the stated solutions are ones that only favor one state. 

They are meant to be the wanted solution of the Republic of Yemen or the Democratic 

Republic of Yemen. In politics, it should be understood that both oppositions have desires. 

One-sided solutions often cause future conflict as seen in the initial unification process where 

terms were not initially discussed and later demanded. Delegates should try to take ideas 

from the solutions section and draft a resolution that would satisfy both oppositions.  

 

Moreover, delegates should note that while the nation was unified on paper in 1990, there is 

negligence of unification on other “frontiers”. In particular, delegates should note that the 

economy of the past South Yemen and the past North Yemen is vastly different. While the 

economy of North Yemen is market-driven, South Yemen boasted a socialist command 

economy. In South Yemen, much of the enterprise, land, and housing were state-owned 

which contrasted with North Yemen where little was state-owned.48 This means that any 

solution supporting the Republic of Yemen should also address the restructuring of the 

economic system where international organizations such as the IMF or the World Bank may 

be sought. Furthermore, delegates should also realize that the troops and armies of the 

oppositions were never integrated in the years after unification.2 Delegates should work 

towards unifying the people, the infrastructure, and economy. 

 

Blocs 

 

Delegates should also note that traditional allies do not truly exist in this conflict as seen with 

Saudi Arabia supporting the opposing side of the United States of America. Delegates should 

realize that the Cold War was significant in creating a battle of ideology, but they should also 

realize the proxy wars that occur due to the ancient Islam schism between the Shias and the 

Sunnis. While a country may be predominantly Sunni or Shia, they may still support the 

opposition e.g. the House of Khalifa is Sunni in Bahrain, a predominantly Shia country.49 

Due to this, delegates not sure of their standing should refer to the religious sect of the leader. 

This may not always be the best indicator of where a delegate should side with in Islamic 

countries, however, it generally provides a good direction. 

 

The following are questions for delegates to consider. 

 

1. Should political factions have the authority to secede after unification? 

 

2. Provided that your country didn’t partake in this conflict, what neutral third-party measures 

could be taken to resolve this conflict? 

 

3. If a two-state solution was provided again, what effect would it have on Pro-Republic of 

Yemen countries? Would it continue the struggle between communism and capitalism? 



Would it make the Shia-Sunni divide more imminent? What would happen as a result of 

having a two-state solution? 

 

4. Can there ever be equal share of power in a one state, two party country? How can 

authority be equally shared without one side abusing its power? 

 

5. What is the role of self-interest and self-benefit in this conflict? Why are so many countries 

involved in another country’s domestic affairs? How would a solution affect the foreign 

interests of another country? 

 

6. Economically speaking, the discovery of oil in the northern Yemen was a key factor in 

fueling the desire for unification. Likewise, the later discovery of oil in southern Yemen 

fueled the desire for autonomy and secession due to confidence of being capable of being 

self-reliant, but it also ignited a mirror response from Republic of Yemen to have authority 

over the region. What negotiations could be made to satisfy the divided leadership? 

 

7. Is staying unified beneficial for both sides? 

 

5. Evaluation 

 

While the conflict is simply a civil war between two oppositions where one wishes to secede, 

delegates should realize that such conflict has much undertone in the world of politics. From 

the battle of communism and capitalism to the ancient Islamic schism to the intensifying 

tensions between Iran and Saudi Arabia, modern domestic conflicts always have foreign 

interests in mind. A rushed unification process followed by ignorant reformation is what caused 

this conflict. Rather than attend to reformation of society and integration of the people, the 

politician’s greed for clinging onto power caused ignorance of the economy, army, and people. 

Of course, human desire for authority and equality is always existent when humans feel that 

they have become weakened. Like the YSP, human vulnerability and aggression comes when 

the state of reality is distasteful. Unwilling to accept reality, human greed comes back to claim 

what was and attempts to make it what is. The greed of humanity never perishes and lives on 

to cause devastation in society.  

To end, this is just human nature. Delegates, can we change human nature?  
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